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The Farley family legacy
of giving drives advances
in heart care at
HonorHealth
A $6 million gift by the Farley Family
Charitable Foundation will standardize
high-tech cardio diagnostic equipment
across the HonorHealth system and support expansion of the HonorHealth
Cardiovascular Center of Excellence.
“It’s appropriate that our largest single charitable commitment ever is to HonorHealth
Foundation,” says Stuart Farley. “Our parents first recognized the opportunity to

contribute to the quality of healthcare in Arizona and taught us the joy in giving back.
We are proud to continue supporting the work that was so important to them.”
With this gift, the Farley Family Charitable Foundation enables HonorHealth to install
standardized echocardiogram technology across the six-hospital system. With identical
ECHO machines at each HonorHealth medical center, employees can step in
confidently at any location. This cross-training provides valuable flexibility as hospitals
deal with a shortage of healthcare workers.
“This gift is truly remarkable, as a new generation upholds an 18-year legacy of
investment in HonorHealth, started by Jim and Nancy Farley,” notes Jared Langkilde,
president and CEO of HonorHealth Foundation. Following the passing of their parents,
the Farley children have continued to invest in HonorHealth through their family
foundation.
Generational giving continues to make a difference to the future of all Arizonans.

HonorHealth priorities affirm
Foundation focus in 2022 - part
two
Last month we outlined fundraising priorities
to support HonorHealth and our community,
which included: Cardiovascular Centers of
Excellence, Desert Mission Endowment and
the Greatest Need Fund. Our other strategic
priorities for 2022 include the following
programs for transformational impact.
Consider how you might contribute to the
growth of these vital services to benefit our
patients and our community.
HonorHealth Research and Innovation Institute (HRII)
Thanks to generous donors like you, community well-being is moving forward in more
ways than you can imagine. With your support HRII is discovering new drugs,
developing novel treatments and technologies and expanding scientific knowledge. All
to benefit patients and families in our community and around the world who face
everything from cancer and cardiovascular disease to neurological conditions.
Embracing innovation to improve medicine today and shape its future tomorrow, we’re
one of the nation’s foremost research organizations—offering healing and hope.
Integrative medicine – a holistic approach to wellness
Integrative medicine is an evidence-based, healing-oriented approach that combines
conventional medicine and complementary (alternative) therapies. Using a team-based
approach it looks for opportunities to improve your overall wellness, based on what’s
important to you to help you live your best life. The therapies work towards improving

your overall health and wellness, while focusing on nutrition, exercise, sleep and stress
management.
If you are living with chronic health issues that aren’t easily managed by conventional
treatments and medication, you may want to consider integrative medicine, which also
incorporates acupuncture, massage, supplements and more.
Behavioral Health Patient Assistance Endowment
HonorHealth is opening the Via Linda Behavioral Hospital with a newly formed
partnership to significantly improve access to the full continuum of behavioral health
programs and services to meet growing community needs. The dedicated Behavioral
Health Patient Assistance Endowment will provide financial assistance to help patients
undergoing treatment, whether outpatient or partial hospitalization, receive the
continued quality of care they need post-discharge.
Your gift to any of these priority programs helps drive transformational care and touch
countless lives in our community.

Great play, great fun FORE
a great cause
The HonorHealth Foundation Pro-Am
is scheduled for Friday, April 1,
2022. Join us for a fabulous round of
golf at Grayhawk Gold Club to support
two priority programs: the Greatest
Needs Fund and the Desert Mission
Endowment.
Teams are being formed now. Each
golf team will be comprised of an
amateur foursome coupled with a golf

Say "thank you" and show
your gratitude - National
Doctors' Day

In honor of National Doctors' Day, we
want your help to recognize the
incredible work our doctors do, every
day! Let's celebrate their contributions
and care to our families and our
community. National Doctors' Day is
Wednesday, March 30 and we would
love to hear your story of gratitude.
Do you have a doctor that made a
meaningful difference in your life or
the life of a friend or family member?

professional. You can tee off in the
morning or afternoon.
Registration starts at 6 a.m. with the
first shotgun start at 7:30 a.m.
Food and refreshments provided.
Register today!

Share your testimonial with us as we
collect inspiring stories. We will make
sure it finds its way to the heart of your
doctor.
Email your story to us at
Foundation@HonorHealth.com, or use
our dedicated "share your story"
form. "Wherever the Art of Medicine is
loved, there is also a love of
humanity." Hippocrates.

February is Heart Month
As Neil Diamond sings, “turn on your
heartlight. Let it shine wherever you
go…” Touching words as we celebrate the
power of the heart this month with a grateful
thank you for the healing and compassion
you give to others through your caring heart.
From gifts that support our Cardiovascular
Centers of Excellence to echocardiogram technology and world-class cardiothoracic
surgery—hearts in our community are keeping the beat because of your generosity.
Why are we celebrating heart month and the act of giving? Because scientific research
provides compelling data to support the notion that giving—one’s talents, time and
treasures—is a powerful pathway for finding fulfillment, purpose and meaning. The outcome...
the health of the heart, mind and body is elevated and communities are strengthened.
Happy Heart Month! Thank you for making a difference!

Shaping the quality of healthcare in
our community through philanthropy
Chuck and Alice Palmer hold a unique appreciation
for recognizing the hidden potential in process and
infrastructure improvements to elevate a hospital to
its highest potential. Through their generosity and
insight, HonorHealth was able to pioneer advanced
patient safety protocols and establish a fleet of
germ-zapping robots to drastically reduce the risk of
infection in our hospitals, safeguarding countless
patients and staff.
Chuck saw the value in cutting-edge technology to
help patients regain mobility and balance following
stroke or injury and funded new equipment for
outpatient rehabilitation therapy at HonorHealth
Thompson Peak Medical Center.
“Untold patients may never know how abundantly their HonorHealth care was impacted by
the generosity of this one couple,” marvels Jan Miller, former HonorHealth Foundation gift
officer, who has enjoyed a warm relationship with the Palmers.
Most recently, the Palmers committed a transformational gift to ensure patients have access
to the most advanced heart care. The result is a new, state of the art cardiac and vascular
operating suite at HonorHealth Scottsdale Shea, an important addition to their Cardiovascular
Center of Excellence.

We are here for you. To learn more about opportunities to advance the mission of
HonorHealth or for personalized assistance in a variety of giving options, please contact us to
speak with a gift officer at 480-587-5000 or Foundation@HonorHealth.com
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